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Monk Budai in Ruiyan Mountain of Fuqing City is the biggest Maitreya solid 
stone statue in the country. It represents the unique aesthetic culture of China. This 
statue reflects the sculpture level of Southern in Buddhism at that time, and the most 
popular image style as well. It not only manifests the prevalence of Maitreya belief in 
Fujian Province, but also symbolizes Zen Buddhism and hermit culture in Fuqing City. 
According to the analyze of research statues about Monk Budai in Ruiyan Mountain, 
we can conclude that the research results about it is incomplete nowadays, with some 
drawbacks. One of the most critical problems is that we ignored the comparison of 
artistic style and the digging of inherent spirit. We didn’t use existing research 
approach to study the local folk belief and aesthetic culture about this statues. To aim 
at the shortcoming, there will be several parts to study Monk Budai in Ruiyan 
Mountain with research method of Iconology in this article. These parts will go 
forward one by one so that the studies in Monk Budai is going to be more scientific 
and complete. The first part is prolegomenon. In this part, there will be introductions 
about the reason for choosing this issue, the general situation of Monk Budai in 
Ruiyan Mountain, research method of Iconology. Then is the main part of this 
article—using research method in Iconology to describe, analyze and illuminate the 
Monk Budai statues. The first chapter is the first phase of Iconology, namely Pre-
iconographical description. In this phase, we will compare the artistic style of Monk 
Budai in Ruiyan Mountain with other statues which possess same motif or same 
engrave technique. Through this comparison, we can find the similarities and 
differences. The second chapter is Iconographical analysis which belongs to the 
second phase of Iconology. In this chapter, we are going to study the Maitreya’s and 
Monk Budai statues’ artistic character and law of development. Identify the statues in 
Ruiyan Mountain through illustrating and generalizing the character of Maitreya’s and 













important phase of Iconology. In this chapter, there will be the studies of culture belief 
and national spirit of Monk Budai in Ruiyan Mountain. In the end, there will be a 
conclusion: Monk Budai in Ruiyan Mountain is the result of localization based on 
sinicized Maitreya. It not only reflects local plain folk belief of Fuqing, but also 
represents the Zen Buddhism and hermit culture here. It is indeed the most 
appropriate embodiment of Fuqing culture. 
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1912 年，德国学者瓦尔堡提出了图像学( ikonologisch) 的概念，试图通
过融合其它人文学科建立一种综合性研究。英文 Iconology 或者 Iconography
一词就是由德文 ikonologisch 翻译而来。二词共有的词根 icon 的意思是图
像、圣像。Iconology 中的 logy 有学科的意思，译作图像学；Iconography 中
的 graphy 有描绘的意思，译作图像志。在大多数情况下，Iconology 与
Iconography 是通用的。 
欧文·潘诺夫斯基( Erwin Panofsky，1892－1968) 是图像学研究方法最
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